
WEST ELEVATION
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SOUTH ELEVATION
Scale 1:100

Refer to detail below

Refer to detail below

Where scaffold is required to be
located on existing roof, it shall be
designed so as not to exceed an
overall imposed load of 0.75 kN/m².
All required consents to be gained
prior to erection of scaffold.

Carry out brickwork repairs
and replace capping slab to
chimney.  Refer to detail on
East Elevation

CRACK-STITCH DETAIL
Scale 1:10

HELIFIX SOCKFIX INSTALLATION
(Refer to Helifix Method Statement CS16)

1. Mark the position for the holes on the outer face of the wall.
2. Core drill the hole, to the specified diameter and depth, taking care to ensure the correct inclination and direction of

the hole.  Depth of clearance hole to be length of SockFix plus 25mm.  Retain the entry hole core where possible.
3. Set up the pressure pot and compressor for installation.
4. Flush pressure pot and associated components with fresh water.
5. Prime the injection tube with water. Wet each SockFix prior to installation by flushing with fresh water.
6. Mix the SockFix Grout using a power mixer until a smooth fluid consistency is achieved, then pour through a sieve

into the pressure pot container.
7. Insert SockFix in the hole, ensuring that the sock is evenly distributed along the full length. Do not twist or force as it

is pushed into the hole (any tears in the sock will lead to premature grout leakage).
8. SockFix assemblies over 1000mm in length should be flushed with water again once inserted.
9. Connect SockFix valve with the pressure pot.
10. Inflate the SockFix sleeve with SockFix Grout from the pressure pot at a maximum of 3 bar pressure. In low

strength substrates, inject under lower pressure to avoid damaging the masonry.
11. When inflating, slowly rotate in the hole to assist the grout flow and to ensure the bar is centralised on completion.
12. Maintain the pressure until the sock is fully inflated in the drilled hole and all the grout milk has been expelled.
13. Close the shut off valve and disconnect from the pressure pot.
14. Once the grouted anchor has cured sufficiently to resist any residual pressure, cut off the end of the grout tube

below the surface of the masonry.
15. Make good the entry hole, using the retained core where possible.
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Existing open joint

Recovered core re-used to make
good ashlar at SockFix locationSockFix tie by Helifix or equal, installed by Approved

Contractor.  Allow for 8mm diameter bar, core diameter to
be determined by Installer to suit substrate.  Bars to be
located at alternate courses as indicated on elevations

Non-ferrous cramps at joint in
cornice blocks, secured into
sockets drilled in stone with epoxy
resin as Hilti HY170 or equal

Ashlar blocks to be secured to rubble inner
skin with Helifix SockFix ties, installed in
accordance with Manufacturer's
Instructions, by Approved Contractor

Open joint to be raked out with joints made good with
lime mortar, and re-pointed with lime putty. Lime mortar
to consist of 2:5 Natural Hydraulic Lime:sand. Hydraulic

lime to be NHL3.5 to BS EN 459-1.  Sand to comply with
BS EN 13139, maximum aggregate size 4mm

Non-ferrous cramps at joint in
cornice blocks, secured into

sockets drilled in stone with epoxy
resin as Hilti HY170 or equal

Ashlar blocks to be secured to rubble inner
skin with Helifix SockFix ties, installed in

accordance with Manufacturer's Instructions,
by Approved Contractor

Open joint to be raked out with joints made
good with lime mortar, and re-pointed with lime
putty. Lime mortar to consist of 2:5 Natural
Hydraulic Lime:sand. Hydraulic lime to be
NHL3.5 to BS EN 459-1.  Sand to comply with
BS EN 13139, maximum aggregate size 4mm

Remove all loose harling and
replace.  New harling to match

existing - allow:
8mm thk undercoat 1:21

2 lime:sand
Final coat 1: 4 Lime : sand

Hydraulic lime to be HNL3.5 to BS
EN 459-1.  Final coat to

incorporate 10mm granite
aggregate.

Remove all vegetation.  Take down and
re-build upper 4No courses of brickwork.

Existing bricks to be salvaged for re-use, or
similar reclaimed bricks used. Lime mortar

to consist of 2:5 Natural Hydraulic
Lime:sand. Hydraulic lime to be NHL3.5 to
BS EN 459-1.  Sand to comply with BS EN

13139, maximum aggregate size 4mm

Existing concrete capping slab and concrete
surround to be removed and replaced with new
stone cope, complete with perimeter overhang

and integral drip
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BRICKWORK AND HARLING REPAIRS
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A 3/3/22 AJT (Chimney Repair details added,
roof-line to neighbouring building
amended)
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